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Honorable Paul Krekorian, Chair 
Budget and Finance Committee 
Attention: Mandy Morales, Office of the City Clerk 
200 North Spring Street, Room 395, City Hall 
Los Angeles, California 90012

LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION FURLOUGH IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR THE 
2020-21 PROPOSED BUDGET (C.F. 20-0500)

Dear Honorable Chair Krekorian:

In response to your letter dated April 24, 2020, the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) 
is reporting back on the implementation and impacts of proposed employee furloughs next fiscal year. 
The 2020-21 Proposed Budget includes reduced salary funding to reflect 26 furlough days for all 1,781 
full-time position authorities within LADOT, at a total cost reduction of $14,288,145. This total 
reduction comprises $6,409,756 in General Fund dollars, and $7,878,389 in a variety of special funds.

Implementation and Impacts of Furloughs
LADOT manages over 50 business lines. From our traffic officers to our field crews and engineers, most 
of our business lines provide direct services to the public. The current furlough plan will create 
significant impacts to service levels across all lines and to the core functions we provide to safeguard the 
public right of way, implement street designs that prioritize safety, and regulate our streets and 
sidewalks to ensure access and opportunity. We consider the implementation of furloughs distinctly 
across business lines to lessen negative impacts to the public wherever possible. However, service 
impacts are unavoidable. Below are the major points of our implementation plan and the associated 
impacts.

Parking Enforcement and Traffic Control
Demands on our Traffic Officers have changed substantively. Patrol and enforcement hours have 
dropped significantly. Hours on critical crisis response efforts including staffing food drops, testing sites, 
and senior meal deliveries have doubled. LADOT anticipates this new shift in responsibilities to continue 
for the foreseeable future.

The proposed furloughs within the Parking Enforcement and Traffic Control Division will result in a 
continuation of few hours dedicated to patrol, enforcement, and special requests, like abandoned 
vehicle abatement.
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Initial estimates of City General Fund revenue loss due to Traffic Officer furloughs is roughly $15 million. 
This estimate is based on pre-COVID-19 activity levels. Therefore, while there is still much uncertainty in 
predicting revenue estimates for next fiscal year, we believe the overall loss will be greater than $15 
million.

Public Counters
LADOT plans to close all public counters one day every two weeks. These public counters include those 
for Parking Citation Adjudication and Development Review. LADOT is working closely with the 
Department of Building and Safety, the Department of Public Works, and our contractors to coordinate 
the biweekly closures. We will post these closures on our website in order to keep the public informed 
of our changes.

General Reductions in Programs
LADOT expects to see overall reductions to our program outputs due to fewer working days for our 
planning, engineering, and field crews. Supervisors will manage this reduction in work days to lessen 
any service delivery impact to the public. However, the examples of unavoidable service impacts 
include delays to street maintenance like traffic signals and signing and striping projects; delays in the 
design and implementation of capital projects including those for our grant programs and ongoing City 
safety programs like Vision Zero and the Speed Hump Program; and delays in special requests and 
projects.

Sincerely,

Seleta J. Reynolds 
General Manager


